India's G20 Presidency will work to promote this universal sense of one-ness. Hence our theme ‘One Earth, One Family, One Future’
From the CEO’s Desk

Dear Readers,

With immense gratitude for your continued support, we present to you the 5th edition of MyGov Pulse. This edition unfolds a tapestry of significant milestones that our nation has achieved.

The spotlight of this edition shines on India’s remarkable G20 Presidency – a momentous journey that showcased our leadership on the global stage.

In a historic stride towards the cosmos, we celebrate Chandrayaan 3’s successful landing on the Moon. To further celebrate this, engage in the Chandrayaan Maha Quiz.

A moment of pride resonates as we delve into PM Modi’s visit to BRICS Summit, which encapsulates the strength of our alliance and underscores our dedication to foster growth & stability.

PM Modi also visited Greece to bolster our bilateral ties. During his visit, he was honoured with the Grand Cross of the Order of Honour.

This edition also highlights our commitment to transforming villages under the AatmaNirbhar Bharat initiatives.

Amidst these triumphs, we invite you to participate in our array of interactive activities. Together, let us continue to pave the way for a brighter future.

Akash Tripathi, IAS
CEO, MyGov
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Dial 1800 11 7800 to give suggestions for MAN Ki BAAT

www.mygov.in
https://transformingindia.mygov.in
#TransformingIndia
INSPIRING STORIES FROM Mann Ki Baat

This is how PM Modi’s 104th Episode of ‘Mann Ki Baat’ inspired the nation!

Scan Here to watch 104th Episode of Mann Ki Baat

Missed the exclusive stories that PM Modi spoke about in the July 2023 edition of Mann Ki Baat? Scan the QR Code to Read Here!

Around 1.5 crore tricolors sold!

On 15th August, country saw the power of Sabka Prayas, making ‘Har Ghar Tiranga Abhiyan’ to ‘Har Mann Tiranga Abhiyan’

'Truck on Track':

Milk Trucks are directly loaded onto trains in Banas Dairy, eliminating transportation challenges, reducing pollution and easing lives of truck drivers.

11 Gold medals at World University Games (China):

Indian Athletes won 26 medals (11 gold medals), the most impressive performance since 1959.

Exploring the Depths:

Meghalaya’s Brian D. Kharpran along with his team discovered more than 1700 caves and put the state on the World Cave Map.
Get ready to unlock new realms of discovery, knowledge and innovation as the US National Science Foundation (NSF) and Meity, in collaboration with Mygov, calls all Indian innovators to be part of a revolutionary Joint Research Projects. This collaborative opportunity focuses on research and technological development in areas of mutual interests. The U.S. researchers may receive funding from NSF and Indian researchers may receive funding from MeitY.

Potential Areas of Research:
- Semiconductor Research
- Next-generation communication technologies/networks/systems
- Cyber-Security
- Sustainability and green technologies
- Intelligent transportation systems

Chandrayaan 3 Maha Quiz

Embark on a cosmic journey to commemorate Chandrayaan 3’s successful landing on the Moon. Test your space knowledge and explore the mysteries of the Moon.
As we celebrate Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, let's come together to make a difference. Join us in this noble cause and create a future full of hope and opportunities for every child.

Calling All Passionate Young Leaders!!
- 1334 Ambassadors
- 16 Universities/Colleges in the Campus Ambassador Program
- 7232 Referrals

MyGov is grateful but ‘Manzil abhi door hai!’ Join our Campus Ambassador Program and become representatives of New India. Help us to connect, engage and encourage others to become Campus Ambassadors in order to shape the future of our Nation.

Your Benefits Of Becoming An Ambassador
- Recommendation Letter
- Experience in Event management
- Exciting Rewards
- Passes for big events

Scan To Join Now!
India's G20 Presidency

India's G20 Presidency will work to promote this universal sense of one-ness. Hence our theme - 'One Earth, One Family, One Future'

India's G20 presidency is a milestone in its global leadership. Focusing on inclusive growth, digital innovation, climate resilience, and equitable global health access, India leverages its role for collaborative solutions benefiting citizens and the world. Embodying 'Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam' – the world as one family – India's presidency promotes interconnectedness.

The 18th G20 Summit in New Delhi on 9-10 September, 2023, will culminate the year's processes and meetings, adopting a Leaders' Declaration reflecting commitments made throughout. This summit underscores India's proactive role in shaping a harmonious global agenda.

India's Trailblazing Triumphs as G20 Leader

- African Union Inclusion as G20 member
- Rs 100 and Rs 75 Coins to commemorate India's G20 presidency
- India inaugurates 1st G20 Conference on Crime & Security
- Significant Diplomatic Achievements emphasizing global partnerships and transformative proposals
India's G20 presidency orchestrated a series of impactful working group meetings that spurred collaborative efforts and addressed pressing global challenges. Discussions across various sectors brought tangible outcomes.

**Health**

"We must be ready to prevent, prepare, and respond to the next health emergency."

India's G20 Presidency's Health Working Group (HWG) Meetings have played a crucial role in addressing global health challenges. These meetings have enhanced global dialogue, with a focus on three key priorities:

- Health Emergencies Prevention, Preparedness, & Response (HEPPR)
- Strengthening Cooperation in the Pharmaceutical Sector
- Digital Health Innovations

The inclusion of traditional medicine and cultural exchange further highlighted India's holistic healthcare approach. The outcomes include the Health Ministers' Declaration and concrete initiatives like the Global Center for Traditional Medicine and Global Initiative for Digital Health.

**Energy**

"Our effort is to work for inclusive, resilient, equitable and sustainable energy for all"

The G20 Energy Transitions Working Group (ETWG) meetings emphasised global collaboration on climate, sustainability, clean energy, technology innovation, financing mechanisms, and policy formulation. Commitments to emission reduction and public awareness campaigns were highlighted.

**Anti-Corruption**

The G20 Anti-Corruption Working Group (ACWG) Meetings demonstrated political commitment, leading to the formulation of High-Level Principles that guide anti-corruption efforts. Discussions on technology and gender inclusivity highlighted key aspects. These meetings contributed to the global anti-corruption dialogue, aligning with sustainable development goals.
Culture

The G20 Culture Working Group's 2023 meetings focused on protection, restitution of cultural property, living heritage, creative industries, and digital technology. By raising awareness, fostering collaboration, and showcasing cultural contributions, the meetings aligned with India's presidency vision and elevated culture's recognition on the global stage.

These efforts reflected a commitment to inclusive and sustainable development, solidifying culture's position as a catalyst for addressing contemporary challenges across diverse societies.

Employment & Skilling

"Skilling, re-skilling and up-skilling are the mantras for the future workforce"

The G20 Labour and Employment Ministers Meeting reflected global commitment to peace through international collaboration. Unanimous agreement on three vital outcome documents addressed skill shortages, social security for gig workers, and protection financing. Priorities encompassed global skill gaps, gig economy, and social protection. Focus on decent work for gig economy, India's innovative programs, and tripartite cooperation reinforced effective policy development.

Disaster Risk Reduction

The G20 Disaster Risk Reduction Working Group (DRRWG) meetings emphasized strengthened frameworks, early warning systems, and disaster-resilient infrastructure. G20 nations reaffirmed commitment to the Sendai Framework and cultural exchange enhanced networking.

Education

India's G20 Education Working Group (EdWG) meetings highlighted digital transformation, inclusive learning, and lifelong skills. Collaboration, foundational literacy, and international ties were prioritized. These meetings laid a foundation for impactful education reforms, focusing on accessibility, quality, and relevance.

The commitment to technological integration and research-led strategies signal adaptable education systems for the future, fostering cross-border knowledge exchange and policy enhancements.
Environment & Climate Sustainability

"Mother Nature prefers ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’ - One Earth, One Family, One Future."

India's G20 Presidency fostered global collaboration on environmental challenges. Discussions centered on priorities like land degradation, ecosystem restoration, and a climate-resilient blue economy. The emphasis on sustainability, biodiversity, and circular economy signified a united effort toward a resilient future.

Notable outcomes:
- Circular economy initiatives
- Blue economy resilience
- Resource Efficiency Circular Economy Industry Coalition

Key outcomes:
- International cooperation
- Policy dialogues
- Digital finance Coalition
- Crypto assets
- Cultural exchanges

Overall, these meetings drove global economic agenda, fostering collaboration, and addressing challenges for inclusive and sustainable growth.

Financial Inclusion

India's G20 Presidency hosted Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion (GPFI) meetings that convened leaders and stakeholders worldwide to promote financial inclusion. Discussions encompassed digital infrastructure, financial literacy, SME finance, and action plans, showcasing India's dedication to inclusive and sustainable economic growth. Knowledge exchange with emerging economies enriched the discourse on financial inclusion challenges and solutions.

Significant Outcomes:
- Emphasis on potential of Digital Public Infrastructure
- Developed a Financial Inclusion Action Plan (FIAP) for 2024-2026.
- Deliberated on digital financial inclusion, SME finance, and new G20 FIAP.
Chandrayaan 3’s Historic Touchdown on Moon!

*O Moon, you reveal yourself to our intellect; guiding us on a clear path!*

A moment of immense pride for India as Chandrayaan 3 achieves a triumphant lunar landing, showcasing the nation's ability to transform setbacks into successes. India has now become the first country to accomplish a soft landing on the Moon's South Pole, joining the esteemed league of the United States, the Soviet Union, and China.

Chandrayaan-1 revealed lunar water evidence, and now Chandrayaan 3’s success is expected to provide data on various properties of Lunar Soil and rocks including its chemical and elemental composition.

PM Modi's Inspiring message

**No Failure is final!**

- 23 August will be celebrated as NATIONAL SPACE DAY every year
- TIRANGA POINT, where Chandrayaan 2 left its imprints
- SHIV SHAKTI POINT, where Chandrayaan 3 landed

-------------------

From trade to tech, India is being counted among the countries standing in first row. In the journey from 'third row' to 'first row', institutions like 'ISRO' have played a huge role.

-------------------

Our women scientists, the country's Nari Shakti have played a big role in the success of Chandrayaan-3 lunar mission

-------------------

Today, the entire world is witnessing and accepting the strength of India's scientific spirit, our technology and our scientific temperament

Scan to watch!
Applauds & Wishes From World Leaders

India's achievement opens up new horizons for humanity

What a way to demonstrate new technologies AND achieve India’s first soft landing on another celestial body

Congratulations ISRO on your successful Chandrayaan-3 lunar South Pole landing. We’re glad to be your partner on this mission

India has become a true pioneer in space exploration
Prime Minister Narendra Modi participated in the 15th BRICS Summit held under South Africa’s chairship, in Johannesburg on 23 August 2023. The leaders held productive discussions on global economic recovery, partnership with Africa and the Global South and reviewed the progress made on the BRICS agenda so far.

PM Modi called for a strengthened BRICS:

- **B** - Breaking barriers
- **R** - Revitalising economies
- **I** - Inspiring Innovation
- **C** - Creating opportunities
- **S** - Shaping the future

**Key Developments:**
- BRICS Expansion: Argentina, Egypt, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia, and the UAE
- African Union permanent membership in G20
- Agenda 2063: India as trustworthy partner in Africa's journey

---

**Roadmap for BRICS SOUTH AFRICA**

Cooperation in the field of **SPACE**

Collaboration in **EDUCATION, SKILL, DEVELOPMENT, & TECHNOLOGY**

Collaboration on **SKILL MAPPING**

Joint Efforts for **CONSERVATION OF BIG CATS**

Creation of a **REPOSITORY FOR TRADITIONAL MEDICINE**

---

**PM Modi Celebrates TRIBAL CRAFTSMANSHIP**

- **Gond painting**, one of the most revered forms of tribal art from Madhya Pradesh
- **500-year-old Persian Craft**, the Bidri Work Pair of Surahi
- **Centuries old Naga shawl**, a tribal textile art

---

**Key Developments:**

BRICS Expansion: Argentina, Egypt, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia, and the UAE

African Union permanent membership in G20

Agenda 2063: India as trustworthy partner in Africa's journey
GREECE WELCOMES PM MODI

Marking a historic moment, PM Modi became the first Indian Prime Minister to visit Greece in over four decades, fostering diplomacy and progress. During his official visit at the invitation of Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis on August 25, 2023, he engaged in discussions to strengthen bilateral ties. The two leaders envisioned a free, open Indo-Pacific and Mediterranean Sea, applauded economic resilience and supported initiatives like the India-EU Connectivity Partnership. They aimed to elevate Greek-Indian relations to a "Strategic Partnership," fostering cooperation in politics, security, economy, and culture.

Further deepening rapport between the two nations, PM Modi was honoured with Greece's top civilian accolade, The Grand Cross of the Order of Honour.

PM MODI'S INSPIRING MESSAGE

The relation of Greece and India are centuries old. These relations are of civilization and culture.

Big companies of the world are competing to invest in India.

Greece and India naturally connect as two ancient civilizations with shared democratic values

I believe that the friendship between India and Greece will create a profound impact over time

India's unprecedented speed & scale

- Highest rail bridge
- Highest motorable road
- Highest statue
- Biggest cricket stadium
"India’s development can only happen when the villages are developed." PM Narendra Modi

Under the leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi, the Union Government has made it clear that it would be of, by, and for the poor. The Centre has set forth a multi-pronged approach to reduce poverty and elevate living standards. Economic growth, coupled with initiatives like electrification, LPG connections, banking access, education, healthcare, and infrastructure facilities ensured a profound transformation, alleviating decades of suffering for the rural poor.

PM Ujjwala Scheme
9.6 crore LPG connections provided

PM Awas Yojana: Housing for All
4 crore houses given in rural & urban area

PM Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana: Providing food security
₹ 3.91 lakh crore spent for free food distribution to 80 crore beneficiaries

PM Jan Arogya Yojana
1.59 lakh health & wellness centres created
Swachh Bharat Mission

100% sanitation coverage
in 2023: 11.5 crore toilets constructed in 9 years

PM SVANidhi Yojana: Boost To Street Vendors

38.53 Lakh beneficiaries
given 50.63 lakh Guarantee-free loans,
amounting Rs 6492 crore

PM Gram Sadak Yojana

7,42,844 KM
Length of road completed

Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana: Illuminating Every Home

100% electrification:
19,000 remote villages electrified within 4 years

PM Mudra Yojana: Support to Small farmers & businessman

42.21 crore
loan sanctioned till June 30, 2023

Jal Jeevan Mission: Har Ghar Nal Se Jal

9.41 Crore Connections
within 46 months
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